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the gameplay is very much up to the person who purchases the game. it is a first person on-rails
shooter that is a sequel to heavy fire: afghanistan. if you dont mind a linear gameplay

experience then there is no reason to not buy this game. if you do not like the linear gameplay
then that should deter you from buying this game. there is no way to make a judgement on the
game because there is no way to play it and that is what it is aimed at. if you want an on-rails
shooter then i would recommend that you look at crysis 2 or a call of duty game. i would have

loved a level designer mode to help create the map for the game. it would have made the game
very easy to pick up. the concept of the game is very cool and i would have loved to have seen
more of the game world. but the linear gameplay is what the game is about. if you have played
heavy fire: afghanistan then you will feel right at home with heavy fire: shattered spear. if you

have not played heavy fire: afghanistan then you may be disappointed because the gameplay is
very linear. in my opinion its a good thing that the gameplay is so linear, because then there is

no hidden gem to find or collect because it is all laid out for you. its all scripted which makes the
gameplay very easy to pick up and play and there is nothing to do except wait for the next level

to start. the linear gameplay can be frustrating at times because of the enemy respawning
system but the shooting is so enjoyable. heavy fire: shattered spear, the latest installment in the
series, puts you on the front lines of the ultimate nightmare. as the taliban seizes kabul, you go

deep behind enemy lines to rescue a spy holding critical information. next, youll use pistols,
grenades, machines guns, shotguns, sniper rifles, helicopters, tanks, and the might ac-130 as
you blast your way over the iranian border and into the launch site. once there, youll find the
icbms fueled and on final countdown to launch. its up to you to disarm these horrific weapons

before its too late!
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this is the titan's bane cluster. the meteorites of this cluster are referred to as super-iron meteorites.
these meteorites are so heavy that they are too large to burn up in the atmosphere, but do not fall in
a straight line like most meteorites do. they can explode and cause a terrible thunderstorm, called a
meteor avalanche. after attuning to the dragon scales, you can enchant the different weapons with
the dragon scales in order to give them an additional property. for example, you can give a spear to
a death knight to increase the chance of the spear shattering. you can also give a staff to a mage to
increase the mana cost of spells. the heavy fire: shattered spear is available now for the xbox 360 at
retail from publishers avanquest software. this best-selling action series introduces new gameplay

elements with heavy fire: shattered spear, including a multi-directional multi-cover system, sniping,
night vision, new weapons and new vehicle levels, catapulting players straight into rapid-fire action.

power weapons are what makes heavy weapons really shine. power weapons are an extension of
your character's main attacks and are useful when you want to do a lot of damage. an example

would be using a power weapon to perform a hard knockdown on an enemy. the weapon will now
continue to deal damage to the enemy, even if the player is stunned. some of the most common

heavy power weapons are: the graphics are ok but not outstanding. there are a few explosions that
appear to have an over exaggerated lighting effect that looks a bit weird. it is the enemy that is the
main focus on the battlefield and there are lots of them. sometimes the light and shadow play tricks
on you and you think there are more enemies than there really are. you can move around in third

person with the wasd keys to see what is going on and to help out with any navigation. the controls
are what you would expect with a mouse and keyboard. you can only move around with wasd keys
and fire with the mouse. the controls work well but i had to do some quite lengthy trial and error to

get used to them and there is nothing to give any sense of satisfaction when your finish your perfect
shot. once youre used to the controls the game is fairly easy to pick up and play. the shooting is

great fun though and the overall graphics are good. the musical score is not outstanding and has a
repetitive, repetitive sound to it. this can get irritating after a while. 5ec8ef588b
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